About CoachHub

With CoachHub you can:

CoachHub is the leading global talent

Adapt with agility: Drive achievement of business goals

development platform that enables

at today’s accelerated pace of change, with easy entry

organizations to create a personalized,

into completely personalized coaching, and with zero

measurable and scalable coaching

development time.

program for the entire workforce,
regardless of department and seniority

Leverage purpose-built data insights: Track real-time

level. By doing so, organizations are able

analytics to evaluate how coaching impacts your unique

to reap a multitude of benefits, including

business metrics and goals. Use data to forecast trends and

increased employee engagement, higher

immediately apply insights to build resilient teams.

levels of productivity, improved job
performance and increased retention.

Scale globally, without sacrificing quality: Ensure
personalized, one-on-one coaching at scale with our AIenabled technology platform and global pool of top coaches.

“We started CoachHub because
we have experienced the power
of digital coaching to transform
workplaces. Our goal is to provide
access to best of class business
coaching for as many professionals
as possible, and in doing so improve
organizations around the globe.”

A simple and elegant user experience is the access point
to ensuring consistent quality and results. Our local teams
provide proactive support, ensuring the best experience.
Trust the science: Placing science at the heart of our
platform, our approach has been formulated hand-inhand with leading experts, using the latest research from
behavioral science and positive psychology. This allows us to
offer a cutting edge, effective coaching approach bringing
tangible, lasting organizational and individual transformation.

Yannis Niebelschuetz, Co-Founder and
Managing Director of CoachHub

Enabling people development for over 500 global customers

The Advantage of Digital Coaching
Coaching can increase your bottom line, support business transformation,

Amplify Your ROI
Through Coaching

improve team relations and provide employees with renewed passion and a
greater work-life balance.

Increase
productivity by

86%

Increase employee
engagement by

56%

Increase employee
retention by

32%

Whether your organization works remotely, in-office, or takes a hybrid
approach, CoachHub can seamlessly integrate into your current processes so
you can implement an effective coaching solution at scale.

Improve employee
performance

Increase employee
retention

Accelerate business
outcomes

“I was looking for more than a
Support employee
wellbeing

Create an agile
collaborative workforce

vendor. I was looking for a partner.”
Jennifer Callaway,
Senior Vice President Talent Management,

Why CoachHub?
CoachHub’s mission is to bring out the best in people, for forward-thinking

Mr. Cooper

companies on a global scale. Transform your business with AI-powered,

“Every single coaching session with

technology enabled coaching to create a resilient and thriving workforce.

my coach was worth its weight
in gold and helped me a lot in

Leverage technology to provide the best experience:

prioritizing and focusing my tasks.

Using our proprietary matching algorithm, we can ensure

I have improved in a defined way

each employee is paired with the right coach to individually

and have developed a more positive

focus on key areas such as resilience, communication and

attitude towards my challenges. For

emotional intelligence.

this I would like to say thank you,
CoachHub. I would recommend the

Different by design: We are more than just a vendor; we’re
a partner. Our client centric approach to designing and

coaching to everyone 100%.”

implementing a tailored solution takes the guesswork out of

Coachee

getting started, but we don’t stop there. We bring our science

Schneider Electric

and expertise with flexibility to align to your model, then we
measure our collective impact.

“We were looking for a very flexible

Certified and experienced coaching pool: Every member of

model. Thanks to digital coaching

our thoroughly vetted global coaching pool is certified from

with CoachHub, we found exactly

leading industry coaching associations, with not only the

the right solution, one that works for

highest credentials in coaching practice, but more than six

us and not the other way around.”

years of experience as a business leader.
Head of Human Resources,
B. Braun

